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BOV announces 7 percent budget cut for '07-'08 
University's expansion plans 
not dampened by cuts 
BY KELLY (ONNIFF, ASHLEY HOPKINS AND KAUIGH MAHER 
copy tni urn rirttn 
The JMU Board of Visitors approved a 7 per- 
cent, $5.3 million, budget reduction plan for the 
remainder of the 2007-08 year on Friday. 
Charlie King said that in June JMU antici- 
pated a problem for this fiscal year, in fact, the 
Commonwealth is $641 million short. King cited 
three reasons for the shortage: having anticipated 
too much growth, the slow housing market and 
underestimating the land preservation (ax credit. 
This shortage prompted the Commonwealth to 
ask JMU to cut its budget by 7-5 percent initially. 
President Rose met with the secretary of educa- 
tion in Richmond and said the cut was unfair since 
other state schools were only asked to cut their 
budgets by 5 percent. The cut was then reduced by 
$400,00 to a 7 percent cut. 
King said the governor may change his mind 
and decide to treat all of higher education the 
same. 
'We just don't know how all of this is going to 
end up." he said. 
The Biennial Budget suggested a return of 
those cuts with a proposed a budget of $11 million 
for the 2008-09 year. At least $5 million would 
be returned from this year's budget cut under the 
proposed plan. 
"If the budget reduction is not fixed, that may 
change everything,- King said. 
Senior Vice President of Student Affairs Mark 
Warner proposed a six year plan for the university, 
despite the budget cuts. 
"There is a very good likelihood that if the bud- 
get reductions go forward that will not amount to 
much." Warner said. 
The Code of Virginia requires the university to 
have the plan in now. even if it will change in the 
future. 
"We're approving a snapshot right now, all of 
which could change," Rose said. 
The six year plan was approved on Friday 
s#tWV, ptft4 
WHO WILL YOU 
CHOOSE? 
SGA presidential candidates announce their platforms 
LEE BROOKS, Senior ILK GHAVAMI, Senior 
■V ASHLEY HOPKINS 
ntWS MltOf 
With Brandon Eickel out of office, the race for the new Student Government Association 
President has begun. 
SGA elections kicked off last Wednesday, when seniors Ilk Ghavami and Lee Brooks turned 
in their applications along with 200 student signatures. With the OK from the election's com- 
mittee, both candidates were given one week to campaign, and student elections will be held 
Thursday. Students can vote online from 7 a.m. until 7 p.m. at sgajmu.edu/voling. All stu- 
dents need to vote is their JAC card number. 
Ghavami has been active in the SGA since he was offered the position of senator of math 
and science last semester. In addition to his work in the SGA, he has worked with the Earth 
Club and is currently a conductor for the Neo Underground Railroad Connectors. His plat- 
form is an extenuation of the one he used last year against Eickel. 
"I'm so excited," Ghavami said. "They say that opportunity only knocks once, but in this 
wSGA.pt. 4 
Students visit South Africa as part of 




It KAUIGH MM 
With today's high-tech lifestyle you can do 
essentially anything online, from shopping to 
studying, even dating. Anything, except sign 
up for an absentee haDot to vote. 
Junior Heather Shuttleworth, chair of 
the SGA's legislative action committee, and 
supltomore Alex Jerasa, director of govern- 
ment relations, are working on a petition for 
an online request option for absentee ballots 
for voters. 
"I want them [the legislators] to bring it 
up to speed," Shuttleworth said. To make 
[requesting absentee ballots) more conve- 
nient for us and more accessible to us because 
that wiD show us that the legislators care 
about how we feel" 
In the document drafted to explain the 
intent of the petition Shuttleworth explained 
that the current process is lengthy where you 
have to mail in a request for an absentee ballot 
via mail, wait for the ballot to arrive, and then 
complete the ballot and mail it back 
Last year Shuttleworth wrote the bill pre- 
sented to the SGA to lobby for the online 
request in Richmond This year Shuttleworth 
wanted to make h a bigger project than it has 
been in the past. 
It affects all students," she said. "Not just 
JMU; the entire young voting population.'' 
Jerasa said the online request will help 
cvrrvoiH' 
"I hope that through the efforts of James 
Madison Univeristy well be one step doaer to 
making the voting process more acceptable 
and much easier for all types of people to vote 
and voice their opinions," he said. 
Shuttleworth said that there has been a 
bill like this for a while, but it has never seen 
the floor during the general assembly legisla- 
ture session in Richmond. 
"Because they've never let it see the door, 
we're trying to make it a bigger deal," she 
said. 
She thinks one of the reasons it has never 
been considered is because legislators are 
scared of internet fraud. Jerasa said because 
voting wiD not happen online this wiQ not be 
the case. 
"All you're doing online is applying to 
get the ballot," he said. "You're eliminating 
the time it takes in the mail and making sure 
everything is send to the right place, there's 
not going to be any fraud because there's 
no voting through the process. The voting is 
still on paper and still double checked by the 
registrar." 
They began collecting signatures during 
the third week of Sept. 
Shuttleworth said she was surprised 
by the number already collected. She said 
almost everyone has fiued out a voter regis- 
tration form or absentee ballot request form 
has signed die petition, and estimates over a 
hundred signatures. 
"There's been a lot of positive reaction," 
Shuttleworth said. 
Shuttleworth said she hopes to reach 
2,000 signatures, which would be just over 
10 percent of the population. With 10 per- 
cent of the JMU population the petition 
would be eligible to be turned into a BiH of 
Opinion which Shuttleworth said may be a 
rxx«bility. 
"What we have to say will hopefully stay 
with the legislators," she said. 
Freshman Nadia Khan agreed it would 
nuke things easier and hopefully get more 
people to vote. 
"I think they should be able to do H 
because there are a lot of things that keep 
people from voting" she said. 
The rjetmori is available in the SGA 
office. 
I really had no idea 
[of] tne magnitude 
of tne situation until 
went over there. 
BY ASHLEY SJEGlf 
(onrribotafl wrtw 
A group <if ten JMl! students and their professor trav- 
eled to the Western Cape of South Africa in May as part of 
HTH 490, a class that focuses on the preventative measures 
being taken to address the significant HIV/AIDS epidemic 
currently plaguing the South African population. 
Led by health sciences professor Debra Sutton, the 
group visited various hospitals, orphanages and townships 
when they observed the health of children living in areas 
surrounding Cape Town and participated in educational 
and social prevention strategies. 
Sutton previously taught two programs in Trinidad 
and Tobago and chow South Africa after a colleague at 
I mquesne University encouraged her to make the trip. 
• 
"I emphasize to my students that you just never know 
where your life can lead when you are able to go directly 
to these countries and meet the people directly," she said. 
"All study abroad changes students' lives, but mine have 
changed lives in ways I didn't even expect." 
Approximately 6.29 million people are infected with 
HIV or AIDS in the South Africa province. Students on the 
trip were able to observe first-hand the impact the current 
epidemic is having on its youth. 
Junior Whitney Gee said it was an eye-opening experi- 
ence. 
"I really had no idea [of) the magnitude of the situation 
until I went over there," she said. "We went to an orphan- 
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CORRECTIONS 
In the Sept. 27 issue of 7 V Breeze, the article "SGA discusses das reports" 
muquoted Undsay Dowd as saving that Mr. and Ms. Madison is a pageant. It is 
an honor given to graduating seniors that are nominated and then fill out an ap- 
plication and are then judged by a committee. 
Contact Us 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and dis- 
tributed throughout James Madison University and the local Har- 
risonburg community. Comments and complaints should be ad- 
dressed to Mary Frances Czarsty, editor. 
Main Telephone: 
(540) 568-6127 
Fax: (540) 568-6736 
hditor: Mary Frances Ciarsty 
(540) 568-6749 



















• How to place a classified: Go to www. 
lhebreeze.org and click on the classi- 
fied link or come into the office week- 
days between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
• Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, 
$3 for each additional 10 words; boxed 
classified, $10 per column inch. 
• Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday 
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday 
issue. 
• Classifieds must be paid in advance in 
The Breeze office. 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
The Breeze 
Gi Anlhony-Seeger Hall 
MSC6805 
James Madison Univt-r>ih 
Harrisonhurg, Virginia 22807 
Phone: (540) 568-6127 
Fax:(540)568-6736 
Notfe to Self: 
code fort* 
MISSION 
77ie Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison 
University, serves student and faculty readership by reporting 
news involving the campus and local community. The Breeze 
strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly 
believes in its First Amendment rights. 
:r Style 
Day Spa tY Salon 
relaxation awaiu you! 
Barber On Staff 
Specializing In Color And Foil 
Body Waxing 




Gift Cards Available 
S40574 
Food Lion Shopping Center 
1037 Pon Republic Road 
Hamionburg, VA 22801 ; ox/adj your sty (ft L 
SafeMdes Meaty 
Mon Oct 10ne Night One Ride One Life 
Crafton-ttoval 7pm, speakers/passport event, A Cappella groupi! 
Wed Oct 3 RT's Chicken Fundraiser 2-8 pm 
Thurs Oct 4 Mangeant 
Festival Ballroom 7 pm, $1 admijiion, performance by Exit 245! 
Sat Oct 6 Mad Madison 5K Run 
Festival lower level, 10am registration, 11am race starts, 
$8 pre-registration fee, SIO fee register day of, first SO to register 
get a free t-shirt! 
(540) 568-7433 
Loob for us on the Commons! 
CAMPUS ASSAULT RESPONSE 
Do you 
C.A.R.E.? 
Campus Assault ResponsE is now- 
accepting applications to become a 
trained member for the sexual 
assault helpline. 
Training will be held October 6th, 
7th, 13th, and 14th. 
Applications are available online 
(h ttp://www.jmu. edu/ 
worn ensreso urce/care. sh tml) 
or in the C.A.R.E. office in TDU 
(112C), which are due 
October 3rd by 5pm. 
All students are welcome to attend 
C.A.R.E. meetings on Wednesday 
nights, 8pm in Taylor 311. 
Contact Caitlin Howard at howardcm@jmu.edu, if you 
have any questions. 
Editor: Ashley Hopkins 
Editor: Koleigh Maher 






BY KRISHNA MORRIS 
(Ofllnbuting writ* 
Over the summer Ihe Beta 
Rho Chapter of Phi Sigma Pi 
National Honor Fraternity of 
James Madison University was 
awarded the Claude A. Phillips 
Fellowship Award for Excellence 
in Scholarship at the 2007 
National Convention held in New 
Orleans. 
The Claude A. Phillips 
Fellowship Award is presented 
each year to a collegiate chap- 
ter for an outstanding fellowship 
event that showcases the bond 
between their fraternities. 
This year JMU's Beta Rho 
Chapter won the award out of 
more than 95 submitted applica- 
tions Suzanne Schaffer, executive 
director of Phi Sigma Pi national 
headquarters, said. 
"The JMU chapter went out of 
its way to make sure their special 
event was more than a dinner and 
dance," Schaffer said. "It was the 
memorable moments that assured 
brothers would look back on this 
event and remember that it was a 
true time of brotherhood." 
Last Spring JMU's Beta 
Rho Chapter held an event dur- 
ing Founder's Weekend to 
invite alumni back to celebrate 
all they've accomplished. The 
chapter wenl with a Manli GfM 
theme and had a catered din 
ner at Simple Pleasures. Danielle 
McGhee, President of the JMU 
Chapter said. 
JMU alumni and Phi Sigma 
Pi Brothers who embodied the 
chapter spirit were encouraged 
to give passionate speeches that 
would unite the Brotherhood 
in a desire to strengthen the 
chapter. 
"The chapter kept spirits 
high with awards, both humor- 
ous and quite serious," Schaffer 
said. "Brothers were inspired to 
see and imagine exactly what Phi 
Sigma Pi could be." 
Last Spring JMU's chap- 
ter even invited the Alpha Rho 
Chapter from Virginia Tech to 
come up for the night and cel- 
ebrate. 
"For the emphasis on unity, 
passion and discovering what 
truly united their brotherhood, 
the Beta Rho Chapter received 
the Claude A. Phillips Fellowship 
Award," Schaffer said. 
McGhee said the award came 
as a surprise. 
"I was extremely sur- 
prised (when we won) because 
the national organization as a 
whole is very strong and each 
chapter has awesome strengths 
as a brotherhood," she said. 
"Getting any award at a National 
Convention is such an honor and 
a privilege." 
Justin Seidel, a brother of Phi 
Sigma Phi, agreed. 
"We were a little surprised 
to be honest, but honored all the 
same," he said. "Our chapter won 
the award because of our willing- 
ness to foster stronger relations 
with brothers from other chap- 
ters." 
McGhee and Seidel represent- 
ed JMU's chapter with over 85 
college and university chapters in 
attendance at the convention in 
New Orleans. 
Phi Sigma Pi has over 96 
chapters nationwide with over 
4,400 collegiate members and 
over 21,000 alumni. 
The Beta Rho Chapter of Phi 
Sigma Pi at JMU currently has 
almost Ho members and is dedi- 
cated to the ideas of scholarship, 
leadership and fellowship. 
"It is an honorable 
recognition to know that the 
bond we have as members of 
the Beta Rho chapter is being 
noticed," McGhee said. "Not 
only are we brothers, but we're 
great friends and sincerely enjoy 
one another's company." 
www.lhebreeze.org 
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Fighting an incurable illness 
IY MEGHAN PATRICK 
(QffrhWtii^wttt  
ophomore Amy I-cgget lost five 
family members within 10 years 
to Idiopathic Pulmonary Pfbcoaia, 
.i disease with no known cause, 
treatment or cure. 
As part of National IPF 
Awareness Week, Lcggctt, I mam 
ber of the National IPF Coalition, teamed with am 
forty other members of the Coalition in D.C.. She 
and her sister, junior Rebecca Legget, met privately 
with individual members of Congress over a two- 
day period to discuss the disease that causes 40,000 
fatalities annually. 
IPF, which presently affects 128,000 people 
in the U.S., diagnoses approximately 48,000 new 
uses each yea 1 The disease causes scarring 01 
thickening of tissue deep in the lung, reduces trans- 
fer of oxygen to the blood, and eventually suffocates 
its casualties, said the National IPF Coalition's web- 
site. IPF conditions arc typically developed between 
the ages of 50 and 70. 
"We had the specific goal of further informing 
Congress about the deadly disease," Amy said. 
Her sister agreed. 
"Our specific goal at this point, is to raise aware- 
ness of the disease and its effects, especially to some 
of the people who can actually do something about 
it," she said. 
(he I-eggelt family joined the Coalition in 2001 
when their cousin Teresa Geiger, current vice presi- 
dent c if patient advocacy for the coalition, co-found- 
ed it six years after the death of her father. 
Charlie Norwood, the late Georgia Republican 
Congressman who died of IPF in February, spent tin- 
final years of his life attempting to pass Resolution 
HConRespH in urder to establish public recogni- 
tion, his son Carlton Norwood said in an IPF advo- 
cacy letter written to Congress. 
"We want Congress to pass this resolution on 
IPF, to recognize it as an incurable disease, so those 
with the disease can start to get help," Amy said. 
The current waiting period for a disability check, 
for those with IPF, is two years, according to the 
National IPF Coalition web site 
"li\ the time you get the check, you're going to 
be gone," Rebecca said. "We need to concentrate 
on raising awareness, because people won't give 
money to research and the cause unless they know 
what it is 
Two-thirds of IPF patients die within five years 
of diagnosis, reported the National IPF Coalition 
website. 
Fourteen million dollars is the current sum annu- 
ally awarded to IPF research by the US government. 
( vsi i< tihrosis, which is four times less likely to occur 
than IPF, is awarded 85 million dollars each year, 
according to the National IPF Coalition web site. 
"It is the goal of the Coalition, to increase this 
amount, at this time, to at least 25 million," Rebecca 
said. 
Current research shows that while there is no 
known cause for IPF, genetic dispositkm may be a 
factor for those who have acquired the disease. 
"People were surprised that my sister and I, 
the youngest members of the coalition, were at 
the conference," Amy said. "I don't understand 
that. For us, and for many people, this disease is 
nowhere near rare. We're not going to take this 
lying down. There is no guarantee that Becca, 
our brother, our dad or I won't get this disease. 
We have to fight. If we don't, we will have done 
nothing." 
Amy looks at the coalition as a starting point. 
"Grassroots efforts are when1 it alt begins," 
she said. "A barbeque, thrown by a Michigan fam- 
ily in their backyard, raised 40,000 dollars because 
the entire town showed up. We'd love to bring this 
cause to JMU. One of my ideas is a benefit concert. 
The student body is very willing to give and it's 
quite big." 
Combating IPF will influence decisions that both 
I-eggett sisters' make concerning their careers. 
"If I'm not directly working for IPF as my career. 
I will still be invoked," Amy said. "I will keep 
going to Capitol Hill. I will keep writing letters to 
Congress, until I'm 8o, if I need to. Hopefully it 
won't take that long." 
Rebecca agreed. 
"When we were leaving DC, the cab driver asked 
Amy and I if we were lobbyists, I think, because we had 
pins all over our shirts," she said. "I answered. 'Only 
part-time right now, but we're planning on making it 
hill-time." 
"We have to 
.Ifwe 
dority we will 
have done 
v-:lT>mrifl 
RACING FOR A CURE 
CMMM DMV«*tbt>g plnNmjkit 
On Solurdoy. Zelo lou Alpho held their onnuol 5K run/work lot tin (we for kreosl con(e«. The event served in the kkk-off to ZTA'i Philonlhropy Month wild proceeds benefiting Ireosl Concer Aworeness ond the Suson G 
Komen foundation 
O 
SafeRldos Is this week, 
various events planned 
This week is SoteRides week 
Tonight there at be c copelo perfot 
monces ot 7 p m ot GcoftonStovoll 
Other events Iris week indude o 
fundraiser ot Hi's Chicken with o pot 
tonof sobs mwSoUxles 
exit 245 wi perform murs ot 1 
pjn. ot the festival Center for SI od 
mission and fare wl be o SK starting 
ot fa loner level of festival at 11 run 
(regrtrettan is at 10 am, S8 ptenj- 
islratioti or SIO on rare day). 
Survey seeking feedback 
on undergraduate catalog 
A confidential ond anony 
mous survey looking for feedback 
on the online ond print under 
graduate catalog is available ot 
websurveyjmu. edu/ss/wsb. dll/ 
itidsi/VCUataloghtm. 
The lOloliminule survey 
must be completed by Fridoy, Od. 
19 at noon. Comments will help ere 
ate future versions of Ihe catalog 
Any questions should be oddressed 
to ugtalalog^imii.edu 
New Judge opening (or 
26th Judicial Circuit 
HARRISONBURG  — Ac 
cording to Ihe Dody MewyKxard, o 
judge position for Ihe 26th Judicial 
Circuit opened up recently with Judge 
John MeGroth's retirement announce 
menl, effective March I 
According to the OM, the selection 
is a political process and candidates will 
most likely be horn the most influential 
potty in the region. Ihe Republicans. The 
process will involve local bar associations, 
legislators and the General Assembly 
Police release report about 
robbery on Lois Lane 
According lo report released 
by the Karrisonburg Police Depart 
menl, on Solurdoy at 12:02 o.nt., 
five to six unknown mole offenders 
assaulted ond robbed a vidim in the 
area of 1068 Lois lone. The Offend 
ers assaulted the vidim using their 
hands causing the victim la fall lo the 
ground. The victim's wallet containing 
money ond miscellaneous items was 
taken, further investigation is being 
conducted 
Gays In Iran shocked at 
president's words 
TEHRAN — According lo Ihe 
Hew York limes, gays in Iran were 
shocked, but not surprised when their 
president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
denied there were homosexuals in his 
country in a speech last Monday 
According to Ihe limes, there 
ore many gays ond lesbians in Iron, 
but ihey ore forced lo live secret lives 
for their safety from the unforgiving 
government and lo keep their honot 
in society. 
Suicide bomber kills at 
least 30 near Kabul bus 
KABUL. Afghanistan—Ac 
cording to Ihe Hew folk Times, on 
Saturday a suicide bomber killed ot 
leosl 30 people, including two civil- 
ians. Wearing an Afghan military 
uniform, Ihe bomber set off his con- 
cealed explosive vest near a bus of 
Afghan soldiers who were on their 
woy to work. 
The bombing was one of the 
deadliest in Afghanistan this yeor, 
reported Ihe limes. 
I 
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BOV: Money to have positive effect on JMU 
BOV. from front million by 2014. 
and included four major components:  institu- The committee was optimistic about money'< 
tionnl narrative, academic intent, financial intent     affect on the university. 
• .fr r w  
a
and enrollment intent. 
Uespite the focus of the meeting being on the 
budget reduction plan, President IJnwood Rose 
looked at University progress as he entered his 
tenth year as president. 
"I think most would choose the word growth,' 
to descril>e JMU in nine years." he said. "But 1 
think that would should be "quality." 
Rose gave a run-down of the academic and 
physical expansion the University has seen in 
the past nine years, as well as development and 
training for faculty and staff. He also spoke to the 
increase in minority applicants by 87.8 percent 
as well an increase of private support to the uni- 
versity. Nine years ago there were no million dol- 
lar gifts, now there are 18 of them. Rose sml 
Other topics of conversation throughout the 
day included indent and alumni giving. The 
development committee discussed student and 
alumni giving for their current campaign period, 
which spans from July 2002 to June 30, 2008. 
So far the committee has reached its first goal 
of collecting $50 million, which they had hoped to 
raise by the end of the 2008 fiscal year, according 
to JoAnn Carr. senior vice president for advance- 
ment. It hopes to have received an additional $50 
tt e 's 
The long term impact on campus can be very 
positiw ." Weston llatfield, a committee member, 
said. 
After separate committee meetings in the 
morning, the board reconvened for the Hduc.it ton 
and Student Life Committee. The meeting began 
with a presentation by ISAT professors Bob 
Colwell and Jonathan Miles and the Office of 
International Programs' Lee Sternberger about 
a dual international degree program between 
the University of Malta and JMU. The program 
will allow students to earn a master's degree 
in ISAT while studying sustainable environ- 
ment and resources management in Malta. The 
program builds on a previous partnership with 
the University of Malta and offers international 
opportunities to potential JMU graduate students 
and JMU faculty. 
The group spoke about the program as part of 
a larger strategy to promote international studies 
at JMU and share innovative Madison ideas with 
other schools. 
"We can use this to share the ISAT model with 
other areas of the world," said Mil.- \\V cut 
explore the issues of administering a master's in 
an international realm." 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
PLATINl'M 0.80Cts Diamond Hitg 
(3lPnncc.ss Cut Dunn mils S| IMMII 
This Week $1,200 
'All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
\ 1^:1 ii',II "i s (burlSquarellarrisonhurgorMMmcbonejeirelncom 
TAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Will giveaway $100 CASH 
to one lucky person 
wearing a James McHone Jewelry T-shirt 
Thursday October 4th 4:00 p.m. 
UREC 
Ne«4 ■ FREE T Shirt vUit <u u 75 Cowl Square 
Downtown nert to Hank of America 
Check ui out at nnhon«|ewelry.copi 
and join m on feKeoook.com for even more giveaway* 








Rape is Not Sex. 
Rape is Violence. 
SGA: Ghavami and Brooks Square Off 
SGA. from front 
case it knocked twice." 
As the environment is one of the main focuses 
of his campaign, he plans to reintroduce the Green 
Bill and work with President Ri*e, the Clean Knerjrv 
Coalition and the Earth club to assure that JMU keeps 
green. He also said that he hopes to initiate a bulb 
exchange program, create a community bike program 
and revitali/e the campus' recyding agenda. 
"I fed like the environmental issue has Liken on 
a very aetivist pers|Kvtive and Uiere comes a |n>iul in 
time when you can't neglect the issue." (.havauu said 
"You feel for these tilings. And if you feel for these 
things you haw to do simething about it." 
Campus safety is another issue high < >n (.havanii's 
list of objectives. He hopes to increase the number 
of blue lights around campus in an effort to alleviate 
threats around the JMU community and place cam- 
pus cadets or police at major crtuswalks. such as the 
ISAT overpass, as well the area where construction 
on the tunnd crosses South Main St. He also hopes 
to help reduce drunk driving by working with the 
Harrisonburg Deportment of Publk- iVansportatwn 
to re-route buses to include Tuesdays at the Pub and 
TTiursdays at Rocktown. 
In addition to his emimnmental and safety mea- 
sures. Ghavanii wants to start a program tliat will bring 
organizations and clubs together and increase commu- 
nication by establishing a talk show on WXTM hosted 
by the S(iA president, executive council members and 
members of the Board of Visitors. 
Ghavanii s final proposal is an amendment of the 
Honor Code to hold all students, school officials and 
JMU affiliates accountable for maintaining the integ- 
rity and honor of JMU. 
"1 think Ilk's platform is more pniactive," junior 
Madison Robinson said.  "He's taking bigger steps to 
make changes rather tlian smaller ones. After what 
happened with Kickel we need a strong government 
and a solid election." 
Senior Lee Brooks has served in the SGA for the 
past tour years, acting as speaker of the student senate 
and vice president of administrative affairs. As vice 
president he ILLS expanded the Take Your Professor 
to Lunch program and initiated a program lo coincide 
with the Centennial to bring in speakers to talk about 
die history of the iiniversity. 
"I'm very excited," he said. "1 think it's going to be 
a really competitive election, which is what I think the 
student body needs." 
Brooks' biggest plan for this year includes working 
with administration for funding a student-published 
jjaniphk-t calkxl "So you think this is a party school: 50 
tilings to do at JMU liesides drinking and partying." 
. i\ ailal ilt ■ to prospective students and their families. 
"My hope is that because this would be completely 
student written and produced, it would speak volumes 
alxxit the character and priorities of actual students 
hen' to dispel stereotypes about JMU," Brooks said. 
In additkm to the ixunphkl Bnxjks hopes to put the 
JMU Ride Buird that stands inside of Warren online to 
1 a ik* ■ it easier (< t students to use. I le lias also spoke to the 
manager erf the university haikstore about prwabty hokl- 
ing a sukkiitT^iirt contest If the kksi goes through, the 
winning shirt might he sold at the bookstore. 
Brooks' final platform promise is to work with 
student organizations to make the Centennial year 
the best it could be by planning class unity events and 
programs. He plans to he available and present at 
more campus events held by other organization and to 
increase the circulation of the SGA newslctt. 1 
"(Brooks) is kind of creative," junior Kyle Oehmke, 
said. The whole idea with the T-shirt campaign will 
get students involved." 
AFRICA: Students aid Western 
AFRICA, from front 
HIV positive. I had no idea. We don't ha\e that here." 
During their first week, the group visited Groote 
Sbuur I lospital. which works with Kidzjxsitive. a char- 
ity established by its director of Pcdiatric Medicine, Dr. 
Paul Roux. The organization raises money to support 
the health care needs of children who are HIV posi- 
tive. 
Roux treats the children with antiretnniral drugs. 
Sutton sakl that the chilihvn UA; healthy because they 
are getting treatment. 
"It's the real hope in a hopeless situation." Sutton 
said. "We saw great hope through I>r. Roux." 
Students not only saw hope in offkials but in 
the victims themselves. Senior Ashley Cover said the 
mothers of the children make beaded jewelry to raise 
IIK niev ti > support the medical expenses 
"At the Desmond Tutu HIV Centre we listened 
about their system of mass message ceil phone ak-rts, 
which reminds everyone to take their medic. 11 n u 1 at the 
same time so they don't forget." she said 
The program participants hope to bring attention 
to the issue back home. 
Testing and prevention is e\vr>where in South 
Africa," Oliver sakl. "Here it is not as common. People 
are scared about knowing whctlicr they are infected.'' 
The group met Thembi Ngubane. an All>S-infected 
21-year-old woman from the township of Khayclitsha. 
who talked to them about her experiences with the 
disease. 
Thembi is an alisolutery amazing woman." junior 
Julie I ry sakl. "Wlien it's someone your age. it really 
hits home 
Fry sakl college students tend to feel invincible and 
meeting ThemlM made her realize that she's not 
"It really puts everything you have to deal with in 
perspective," she said 
Sutton is planning another trip for May, this time 
to the Western Cape, and 1 third trip to the Eastern 
Cape in June. This trip will mirror a Peace Corps expe- 
rience, allowing students to \olunteer in community 
projects and ixirtkupate m the delivery of health care 
services. 
"Students will break into smaller groups and go 
with nurses and one doctor to different villages around 
Hamburg, and do whatever needs to be done that 
da\. Sutton siid They can be prepared to deliver a 
baby one day and vaccinate children the next, all under 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ELIZABETH R. 
WINNER OF THE IPOD NANO 
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Free Passport Event 
Tuesday, October 2, 2007 
7pm, Grafton-Stovall 
Sponsored by CARE (Campus Assault Response) 
Contact Sarah Wilson for more information wilsons|M|mu edu 
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Breeze Perspectives | CAROUNE CARTER, toatrfbutni «rHw 
The power of the podium 
Why giving 'evil' people a chance to speak may be good 
www.thebreeze.org 
Mondoy, October 1,2007 | 5 
Columbia University is facing an 
onslaught of criticism for extending that 
power to Iranian president Mahmoud Ah- 
madinejad, a man former House Speaker 
Newt Gingrich considers to be this centu- 
ry's version of Adolf Hitler. 
Last week, protestors showed up at the 
university in droves, carrying with them 
signs covered with cleverly coined phrases 
and diabolical depictions of the Iranian 
"dictator." Not only did the residents of New 
York take their feelings to the street, they 
also took them to their representatives. Ac- 
cording to New York State Assembly speaker 
Sheldon Silver, the state government is 
considering reducing funding for Columbia 
as a result of this incident. 
While many have 
<.<. 
been quick to con- 
demn Columbia for 
providing Ahmadine- 
jad with a forum to 
share his anti-Ameri- 
can and anti-Semitic 
viewpoints, 1 would 
like to congratulate 
the university for 
having the courage to 
do what our govern- 
ment and our media 
often fail to do — ex-     
pose us to the pure 
unadulterated truth. 
It is no secret that 
much of what goes on in the world of politics 
remains a secret. This is largely in part 
because our government's refusal to give 
definitive answers and our media's tendency 
to pander to the tastes of the general public. 
As a result, the nightly news does not 
inform us of the American death toll in 
Iraq and fails to enlighten us as to what our 
friends and family are over there dying for. 
It does, however, provide ample commen- 
tary on Britney's performance at the VMA's. 
Because we are often presented with the 
lighter side of reality, many of the students 
at Columbia probably lived out their early 
years as I did, blissfully unaware that there 
were people who truly hated America. As 
we spent our days rocking out to "NSync 
and choking down Happy Meals to collect 
all the toys, we never even stopped to con- 
sider that we were participating in capital- 
istic rituals, let alone that our participation 
in these rituals made us heathens in the 
eyes of others. When we stood together 
every morning to pledge allegiance to our 
By inviting Ahmadinejad 
to speak, Columbia was just 
fulfilling an obligation to its 
students to prepare them for 
success in the real world. 
5? 
flag, we had no idea that halfway around 
the world people were burning it. 
Sept. 11 was a wakeup call for me, and I 
am sure it must have been for many people 
in my generation. As those towers fell, the 
image I once held of my nation as a beacon 
of hope, freedom and democracy crumbled. 
1 discovered that there were people that 
hated the U.S., but I had little understand- 
ing as to why. 
Unsurprisingly, the government and 
the media provided very little assistance 
in helping the American people under- 
stand why. Instead, they made it solely an 
issue of good versus evil and the pre- 
vailing attitude became 'you are either 
with us or against us.' Citizens could no 
longer question the 
impact U.S. policy 
-   had on the people 
of the Middle East 
without looking 
like a terrorist. All 
of a sudden, try- 
ing to understand 
the Middle Easts 
perspective became 
un-American. Un- 
American or not, 
the only way to end 
violence is through 
understanding. 
My generation 
is poised to inherit 
the problems between the United States 
and the Middle East. We will not be able 
to legislate effectively in the future unless 
we understand the needs and desires of the 
Middle East. 
If the government and the media fail to 
provide us with the knowledge necessary for 
us to gain an understanding of what people 
in the Middle East really think, then the 
responsibility falls on the shoulders of insti- 
tutions of higher education like Columbia. 
By inviting Ahmadinejad to speak, 
Columbia was just fulfilling an obligation 
to its students to prepare them for success 
in the real world. While we may not like 
Ahmadinejad, he is part of our reality. 
We shouldn't isolate ourselves from him 
simply because we don't like what he has to 
say. One way or another, the people of the 
Middle East will make their voice heard. I'd 
rather they do it from behind a lectern than 
from behind a gun. 
Caroline Carter is a junior SMAD and 
psychology major. 
House Editorial 
Bringing light to Burma 
Halfway across the world, a tragedy is bringing to 
light the irresponsibility of a nation's ideology. 
In the Myanmar province of Burma last Thursday, 
a 50-year-old freelance journalist named Kenji Nagai 
was gunned down by soldiers while recording video of 
anti-government demonstrations while working for the 
Japanese news agency APF News. 
The Myanmar state media reports that eight other 
people were killed, though actual numbers could be 
much higher. The government has also attempted to 
play off the incident with a "stray bullet" explanation. 
What could initially be interpreted as an unfortu- 
nate accident quickly reveals its true colors when you 
view any of the abundant images or videos circulating 
the Internet. Nagai was approached, shoved and shot 
at point-blank range in one swift deliberate motion. 
Admirably, as Nagai lay wounded, he attempted sev- 
eral times to raise his camera toward the soldier as he 
walked away, still making an effort to inform the public. 
Almost as disturbing as the event itself is the manner 
in which the government is handling the dissemination 
of information. According to the Burma Media Associa- 
tion and the Committee to Protect Journalists, instead 
of allowing journalists to conduct their business, the 
government synchronized a total block of the Internet 
and cut cell phone service to prevent the transmission of 
stories and photographs. It was already too late. 
In response to what the LA Times called an "instan- 
taneous multimedia campaign," the government has 
now begun to shut down blogs and other information 
related to the event. 
The Burmese protestors want to better their exis- 
tence. They had been opposing a military junta, ironi- 
cally calling itself the State Peace and Development 
Council, that has ruled since seizing power in 1988. 
Attempting to maintain strict control, the govern- 
ment of Myanmar told its citizens to stay home and not 
to participate in protests. Yet according to some sources, 
70,000 people took to the streets before blood was shed. 
Despite the attempts of the government to block 
what had happened, the now iconic image of the 
wounded Nagai holding his camera up to the soldier 
with his gun still trained on him appeared on the front 
page of The New York Times the day after the incident. 
The life and death of Nagai, as both a human and a 
journalist, should not be forgotten. The public always 
has a right to know the truth, however painful it is to 
the ruling body. 
Submit Darts & Pats online at thebreeze.org; or 
e-mail submissions to breezedp*'hotmjU.com. 
Darts & Pats are submitted anonymously and air 












reflect the truth. 
A "way-to-represent-JMU" dart to the 
people who threw a beer on me while I was 
biking home at 1:30 a.m. on Saturday. 
From a student bicyclist who had just 
spent a tiring eight hours at work and is 
livid at your disrespect for another human 
being. 
A "you'11-get-yours" dart to a parking 
officer who wrote me two tickets at one time, 
that cost almost as much as my parking pass. 
From a sophomore girl who wonders 
why any student would apply to have a job 
that consists of writing their fellow students 
parking tickets. 
An " I-read-harder-stuff-in-high-school" 
dart to my professor who decided to stop 
using one of our textbooks after several of my 
classmates said it was too confusing. 
From a broke sophomore who thinks that 
if we spent $40 for a book, we might as well 
use it. 
A"thanks-for-turning-me-into-an-evil- 
Disney-genie" pat to Starbucks for doing an 
Aladdin theme night. 
From a senior who is thankful for the 
big and unexpected smile you put on his face 
and thoroughly enjoyed being Jafarfor an 
evening. 
A "some-people-do study-on-a-Thurs- 
day-night" dart to the person in Squire Hill 
who honked and yelled for a friend for ten 
minutes. 
From a very annoyed senior health sci- 
ences major who is actually trying to gradu- 
ate this year. 
A"thanks-for-keeping-up-with-our-dirty- 
habits" pat to the wonderfully professional 
housekeeping staff of the A-wing section in 
Chesapeake Hall. 
From a group of grateful residents who 
are proud to say they liiv in the cleanest 
dorm on campus. 
Between the Lines | PATRICK CAUAHAN, wiiormiNr 
A government for the 
people and the world 
Breeze Perspectives | lONYSWDACCiAconrnkutinflwrHer 
For decades, we as a nation have prided our- 
selves on our consistent moral belief in the right 
of all peoples to assert their basic human rights. 
Our constitution enshrined these beliefs 
centuries ago, taking an astronomical step in 
the progression of humankind by saying for the 
first time in history that a nation's power will 
truly rest within the hands of its people, that a 
populace has an innate right to protest the ac- 
tions of its government either through utilizing 
a free press or by exercising its right to assemble. 
That founding document was the starting point 
for what has since been viewed as a worldwide 
evolution in the respect 
for and protection of hu- 
man rights that are today 
thought of as fundamental 
elements of existence. 
Yet we do not live in 
a Utopian society where 
all is well in the world, 
where neighbors respect 
neighbors and all gov- 
ernments work for the 
interests of their people. Despite the techno- 
logical advances that have allowed us to cre- 
ate a worldwide information superhighway 
in the Internet and a interplanetary voyager 
in the Mars space rover, we are still unable 
to stop the ruthless oppression of millions 
worldwide at the hands of what many leaders 
have the audacity to refer to as "governments 
of our people." 
Such governments exercise merciless con- 
trol over their populations by restricting their 
religious, social and political freedoms. They 
employ arms and surveillance technology 
supplied to them by the "modernized" world 
tn nid in this control 
TIK' nation of Burma is a perfect example 
of this shocking reality. The military junta 
in power in that nation has recently moved 
beyond the mere control of information and 
squashing of dissent that has become com- 
monplace for its people, it is now using mili- 
tary violence against the Burmese people who 
on the streets of their nation wield not guns or 
bombs, but cries for freedom and democracy. 
These cries continued even as military forc- 
es threatened the use of deadly force on those 
who refused to comply with their demands to 
cease and desist, and the cries continue even 
today after scores have been killed or injured 
as government forces 
fired indiscriminately 
into crowds of peaceful 
protestors. Students 
who seek to leam and 
gain an intellectual 
prosperity are stand- 
ing boldly in the face of 
unbridled regimental 
oppression. 
These people are 
just like you and me, they seek a chance at life 
!!.■!   lli.-[i|»)lHlll!tV ti.tWlMIKltliril  tllllLiU.IIIll 
control the destiny of their nation through the 
creation of a democratic society. Alongside them 
are monks who seek the same opportunities 
and continue their campaign even as hundreds 
of them are dragged out of their monasteries 
and beaten in the streets for contributing to the 
nationwide unrest. 
What do we hear from the international 
community in response? We get the equivalent 
of a slap on the wrist accompanied In a list of 
minor economic sanctions by the United States 
with a similar response sure to come from the 
Lazy like a fox...or just lazy? 
On Sen. Thompson's not-so-fashionably lote campaign announcement 
44  
...we are still unable to 
stop the ruthless oppression 
of millions worldwide... 
)) 
SMNUU,pafl«6 
I'm a big fan of "Law & Order" I've watched it 
for years, and by now I Ihink I've seen almost every 
episode. From 2002 to 2007, former Tennessee sena- 
tor Fred Thompson played the role of New York City 
District Attorney Arthur Branch. In the series, Branch 
was a no-nonsense, straight talking, dynamic pros- 
ecutor who was totally committed to doing his job. 
Sen. Thompson is running a presidential cam- 
paign based on his conservative positions on social 
issues and the national attention he has received from 
starring on "Law & Order." He would like voters to 
believe that he would lead our country' the same way 
Arthur Branch lead the D.A.'s office in New York City 
for five seasons. Yet, in real life, Fred Thompson is 
much different than Arthur Branch. 
This year. Sen. Thompson is running one of 
the most ineffective and disorganized presidential 
campaigns in recent memory. Instead of showing the 
strength and leadership required to hold our nation's 
highest office, he has shown arrogance, naivety and 
flat out laziness. 
I'm not the first one to be disturbed by Sen. Thomp- 
son's lethargy. Over the years, he has earned a reputa- 
tion of laziness among his colleagues in Washington, 
While in the Senate, Thompson was known to keep a 
light schedule and regularly skipped late night debates. 
He introduced only 90 bills during in his eight years in 
office, with only four of those becoming laws. Recently 
Michael Luo, a New York Times blogger, compared Sen. 
Thompson's time in office with that of Arizona senator 
and presidential nominee John McCain. 
Luo found that in terms of all bills, amendments 
and resolutions that both men have sponsored 
between 1095 and 2002 McCain made 840 total 
motions compared to Thompson's 167. From this 
information, if legislative work was based solely on 
motions made on the Senate floor, it could be said 
that Sen. McCain was roughly five times as productive 
as Sen. Thompson during Thompson's seven years in 
the Senate. 
As Thompson sat on the sidelines this sum- 
mer, former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani 
established himself us the national fruntrunner, 
John McCain's campaign re-established itself after 
being left for dead in late spring. Mitt Romney spent 
millions buying himself the lead in the critically 
important states of Iowa and New Hampshire, and 
Mike Huckabee emerged as a popular conserva- 
tive alternative who will be a factor in Iowa and the 
Southern primaries. 
Thompson's entry into the field in the spring 
or early summer could have squeezed out all of the 
other social conservatives and ended the Romney 
campaign, since most Republican voters are skepti- 
cal of Romne/s authenticity as a true conservative. A 
Romney exit would then have set up a three man race 
between Thompson, Giuliani and McCain. 
Thompson's entry into the race was just as puz- 
zling as his decision to wait all summer to get in. On 
Sept. 4, while the Republican candidates debated in 
New Hampshire, Thompson announced his candidacy 
from the safety of Jay Leno's couch in Burbank, Calif., 
free from any tough questions or negative publicity. 
This was a bonehead move because if he participated 
in the debate, he could have seized the spotlight and 
giving him a lot of momentum for his campaign. 
Since the beginning of summer, Thompson's cam- 
paign has been plagued by a comedy of errors that are 
leaving even his supporters wondering if he really cares 
about winning the presidency or not. His campaign has 
been such a mess that he is now on his third campaign 
manager and his third communications director. 
On a recent trip to Florida, Thompson was asked 
his position on a National Catastrophe Relief Fund 
that would provide financial aid to homeowners who 
lose everything in the event of a natural disaster, such 
as a hurricane. Thompson replied that he "didn't 
know enough about it." He also said the same about 
the Terri Schiavo case and about drilling for oil in the 
Everglades. For all the time he spent not campaign- 
ing, one would think that he would at least read a 
newspaper or something. 
As sad as it is, Thompson has been this way his en- 
tire life. Thompson has a quote beside his senior portrait 
in his high school yearbook that reads the lazier a man 
is, the more he plans to do tomorrow." How very true. 
Tony SpQaQCCtQ is a freshman po/ifico/ science 
and business management major. 
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BURMA: The United Stales' responsibility? 
BURMA. From page S 
European Union. President Bush was quoted in The 
\\ OSntngtlMl T'*M us s.ivin&   1 \x rv i hfubed nation 
Insa i"s["nisilnliiv td stand up for people suffering 
under i brutal miliiarv raghne like the one that has 
ruled Burma for too long." He Is right in this, but at 
the end o4 tfaeda) it i> still jot empty rhetoric 
In a modern world where we have a forum 
Midi ax the IN. it is our lint \ to exert every pos- 
sible prwilire on China. OH India, on Thailand 
and on the entire international communit> to 
look past national self-interesl in (his Mtiialmn 
W« in ■ nation ot tn.'diim and denn>crae\ .1 rid it 
is the epitome of h\p.KTisv tOlDoM MCfa atroei- 
tMI U) ( nntinue to M committed against jx-ople 
who merely seek the sami freedom we gave 
come to take for granted The protection of such 
freedom! iboold not merah be the "internal if- 
tairs" ot .me nation or another, but the tflureof 
humanity as a whole. 
Patrick Callahan fed smiar political science major. 
Letters to the Editor 
Are hyphenated names really practical? 
I agree with Cox's sentiment that name-thaune 
decisions after marriage are a personal choir* || 1 
mathematician I would like to point out that there 
is an inherent selfishness to that path. 
While in the first generation this is a very nice 
Solution to the problem, after just two generations 
of hyphenating, last names would have four sub- 
names (like "Smith-Frank-Jones-Jacobs"). After 
three generations, eight sub-names. After four 
generations. 16! And 20 generations would result 
in people that had over one million sub-names in 
then hyphenated last name! 
Liura Taalman 
associate professor of mathematics 
America is not an ambulance 
I was really struck by JeffGenota's article in 
'lliursday's issue of The Breeze. His piece reads like 
he believes the United States has an obligation to 
Mr\e as the world's police force - which it doesn't. 
We have seen the disastrous consequences that 
have occurred when it has tried to do just that. 
Fifty vears ago. Charles de Gaulle was politi- 
eallv tearing Europe apart, not unifying it. Look 
at today and it's obvious that the issues the IT is 
lacing - the lack of an EU constitution, immigra- 
tion, ethnic and religious tensions, and so forth 
— show us that there are not "harmonious rela- 
tions between European states." 
Yes, the issues that the world faces on the 
domestic and international levels are daunting. 
But when all is Mid and done, the nations of the 
world, and the EU, are going to have to fix them- 
selves, and it is not the job of the United States to 
lead them to unification. 
Elizabeth Bill 
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(,ei the Boston flavor down south. Mention this ad & receive., 
1 /2 OFF ALL APPETIZERS 
From 4 p.m. - Close with JAC card 
Open Late for You! Not Va"d wi,h any °'her Prom°«ion- 
Mon - llmrs until 12 a.m. '625 East Market St. 
Fri - Sat until 1 a.m. Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Sun. until 11 p.m. 540.433.1878* *» 
ri/ierre/i/o/s.com 
540-438-8800 iUIH HOUSING OPPORTUNITY 
1,2,3,I4 bedroom 
units 
laundry on -site 
walk to campus 
•   *r=* 
Madison Manor 
•2 bedrooms 
-2 private baths 
•pool & tennis court 






•lop floor units 
Various Houses 
4-7 bedrooms 
older homes with 
many updates 
All located within 
2 miles of campus 
Prices start ot $225 per bedroom. Individual and group leases available. 
The Deck House 
•1 & 2 bedroom 
apartments 
-water included 
•short walk to campus 
Available for 2008-2009 School Year- Beginning October 15th (Call for more Information) 
Editor: Kelly Fisher 
Assistant Editor: Megan Williams 
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Music, fun and camping filled the weekend-long festival 
BY JESS KOVAK 
•Mm-mm 
Spaghettifest, an annual music festival, began wilh an idea and 
has grown into a Iradiotion for many people. 
"Spaghettifest is my favorite weekend of the year," Natural 
Chimney's Park Manager Bill Howard said. After the success of 
Spaghettifest 5, which ended yesterday, many students and com- 
munity members may also agree. 
The weather was ideal for the three-stage, three-day, two-night, 
35-hand festival held as a charity fundraiser for The Patients' Fund 
for Creighton University, PMP (Pseudomyxoma Peritonei) Can- 
cer Research Fund. The crowd demonstrated their appreciation 
through the successful turn-out. 
While pre-sale tickets totaled around 100 last year, Spaghet- 
tifest 5 sold over 350 pre-sale tickets and welcomed carlo.nU <JI 
additional music-lovers. The Natural Chimneys campground re- 
mained open all weekend, as Spaghettifest rented the entire park. 
The festival is a multi-faceted waakand. tin- .ntm- environ- 
ment was one of mutual good-feelings, appreciation loi IllllMl. 111! 
earth and fellow campers and friends. 
Festival-goers were greeted at the front gate by volunteers and 
park employees and given bright green bracelets, music si■hi-clulcs. 
park maps and campsites upon arrival. Once in the park, people 
were part of a new community, drawn together by the good nature 
of the event. 
"It's always a great crowd here," Howard said. "Great bands 
and great people." 
It was effortless to meet someone new, especially when people 
spent their time walking between stages, hiking the Chimneys, 
browsing vendors, dancing to the music or simply sitting in the 
grass enjoying the show. People came from locations spanning 
from New York to Georgia for the event and were more than will- 
ing to share their story about how and why they were there 
Likewise, campsites became small communities as tents 
formed circles and campers gathered around fires with their MM 
neighbors. 
The crowd ranged dramatically from grandparents to infants. 
and children were often seen running through the campsites, en- 
joying the playground or even sitting atop the shoulders of parents 
and friends for a prime view of the main stage. 
The layout of the park also made for an important element of 
the entire experience. Campsites were sprawled out over several 
large sections and each site was clearly marked so campers could 
park and pitch a tent within their area. Prom IB} site, mualccould 
he heard and enjoyed since of the stages was only a short \\w\V 
away. 
There was a main, elevated stage where most of the major acts 
performed, a smaller side stage and a stage within a tent around 
the corner of the chimneys. A covered picnic table area with a fire- 
place is where late-night acoustic cafe performances with Eric & 
Mike and Barling & Collins took place on Friday and Saturday. 
Vendors were located directly across from the main stage and 
included vintage clothes, hand-made jewelry and food that fea- 
tured classic favorites such as French fries and grilled cheese. 
At any point during the weekend, people could be found in the 
main area by the stage, throwing Frisbees, eating, watching, lis- 
tening, meeting new people and even doing arts and crafts. 
JMU's own Ultimate Frisbee team was sprawled across nu- 
merous blankets and joined the JMU Earth Club in participating 
in small projects designed to get more people involved. The groups 
were face-painting and making ankle bracelets and Mardi Gras 
sunglasses. 
Ultimate Frisbee team member, junior Dana Corriere was ex- 
cited alKHit the whole weekend. 
The arts and crafts are just to get everyone to be creative," she 
MM    This is my first Spaghettifest and it is amazing 
Corriere rattled off numerous hands she enjoyed anil was look- 
ing forward to seeing. 
"I love whoever s up there." she said. 
The JMU Earth Club also had a prominent presence at the fes- 
inal. offering garbage and recycling bags to every campsite and 
picking up litter left In-hind by guests. 
"I think sometimes the park looks better after Spaghettifest 
«. SPJGHfTnFfSI.nl. 8 
People in Hie trowd domed lo vorious mutkal ocls throughout the wekend The leilivol lolled Fndoy through Sunday in Mount Solon. Vo  and the pioteedt went to the Patients fund lot Creighton University. PMP (Pieudomyxomi Peritonei) Canter Research Fund 
Hip-hop group to rock JMU 
Gym Class Heroes to perform 
Wednesday in Convo Center 








If you turned on the radio at all over the past 
year, you will undoubtedly recognize the hit tune 
by this year's fall Convocation show performers. 
Hip-hop sensation Gym Class Heroes will 
bring high energy and music to JMU Wednesday 
night. 
"We discussed lots of other 
options before the Gym Class 
Heroes tour was announced 
in May, but we knew it would 
be a great show and went tor 
it," said senior Tiffany Mink, 
director of Center Stage for 
UPB. 
Hailing from upstate New 
York, Gym Class Heroes is made up of Matt 
McGinley (drummer), Eric Roberts (bassist). 
Travis McCoy (MC) and Diashi Lumumba-Ka- 
songo (guitar). 
The band was formed in 1997 at a high 
school party, according to MTV's Web site. 
After several years of slowly getting its name 
out, they released their first full-length1 al- 
bum, For the Kids in 2002, followed by The 
Papercut Chronicles, recorded in 2003. 
Pete Wenlz, of the popular band Fall Out 
Boy. heard the rough rut of the Papercut album 
before it was even finished. He signed Gym Class 
Heroes to his Fueled by Kamen record label im- 
print, Decaydance. 
The band went on to tour with other nota- 
ble artists including Midtown and Fall Out Boy. 
They also played at the Bamboozle festival and 
Warped Tour, among other festivals 
This is not the first time the band vis- 
ited the Harrisonburg area. Gym Class He- 
roes performed at The Pub in April 2006 
as a part of the Mid-Atlantic College Ra- 
dio Conference, more commonly known as 
MACRoCk. The weekend-long festival is 
dedicated to college radio stations and the 
independent music that is popular among 
listeners. 
Gym Class Hero's latest album, As (Vi/e/ ai 
Children, was released in July 2006 and has 
climbed the charts over the past year. 
Since then, Gym Class lleioes lias enjoyed 
immense radio success with their hit single, "Cu- 
pid's Chokehold." Earlier this month, the band 
picked up an MTV Video Music Award for Bad 
New Artist of the Year, all award which is voted 
on by viewers. 
Since the hand has seen such success in the 
past few weeks. Mink hopes people will come out 
and enjoy the show Wednesday night. 
"I want Convo to turn into a big dance party," 
Mink said "I've yet to sec a sub-par Gym Class 
show, so I have some prett) high expectation! 
and I'm sure they will be met." 
It's truly a team effort in preparing for the 
show, according to Mink. 
"Without our volunteers, [thefoowl wouldn't 
be possible," she said. "Students dedicated to 
UPB are the ones loading in and setting up the 
equipment, working the show and tearing it all 
down at the end." 
Gym Class Heroes will perform Wednes- 
day. Oct. 3 at 8 p.m. in the Convocation Cen- 
ter. Tickets are still available at tin Warren 
Hall Box Office for $20 with a JAC Card, limit 
two per card or online for $25 through tipb. 
jmu.edu. 
Crazy doctor, patients fill latest 
play premiering this week 
'What the Butler Saw' provides comedic remedy in Latimer-Shaeffer 








Feeling sick? Then I advi.se you to make ID 
appointment with the newest doctor in town: 
Dr. Prentice. This zany psychiatrist is coming 
to JMU and there will be only a short wait to 
see this doctor, .is the Khool 
of theatre and dance kicks 
Qrfl ils tiisl shov. of lln ftII 
with "What the Butlei   S*« 
written by Joe Orton, 
Although he may not be 
able l<> tieal ID ailments, lie 
certainly will be able to make 
you laugh yout (roubles awa> 
JMU presents the story of a 
psychiatrist    who   World   and 
practices in London. The problem is what hi' 
practices may not be appropriate tu for his pro- 
fession 
After trying to seduce a client, Prentice's sus- 
picious wife enters the scene, creating hilarious 
consequences for the clinic. Mistaken identities. 
ploys at manipulation, and witty characters guar- 
antee the audience an enjoyable experience. It 
will also convince the viewer never to go to the 
doctors oltiee again. 
George Klack. the director of the show, 
seemed enthusiastic about the students' reaction 
to the show. 
"It's a play I've known loi .1 very L0U| time. 
Klack said     I think it is wry fanny,   I think au- 
diences, particularly the student audience, will 
eofO) n verv much because it's very edgy and 
bold." 
Black also commented on the type of humor 
that the Orton play portrays. 
"It's got a real eccentric humor about it which. 
1 think, is good for today's audience." Klack said. 
Production and practice lot What the Butler 
Saw" began the last week in August. Black ex- 
plained that a three d.i\ audition was necessary 
to find the students that could best portray the 
characters 
"The only challenge is that you're coming 
into a new place where you don't know the talent 
pool," Black said. "So everything is new to me." 
While he admitted that it has been a chal- 
lenge. Black did not hesitate to mention the ad- 
\ .Ullages of a new place He explained that not 
knowing much about the area left no preconcep- 
tions of the talent which is an advantage for tast- 
ing and directing. 
Many theater companies around the country 
have produced this show because of its edgy and 
bold stance. Although, since time has elapsed 
since its tirst production in 1969, it has lost some 
of its luster but is still considered a very humor- 
ous ,ind shocking play. 
The show's premiere will IK- on Oct 2-6 at 8 
p.m.inthel.itiiner Mueller Theatre Tickets are 
$10 at the door and $8 advance 
Tickets can be bought in Harrison Hall at the 
Masterpiece Season box office window from 12 
p.m. -4 p.m.. 
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Warning: movie not suitable for adults Local venue features Wednesday 
The Rock fails to deliver laughs in new Disney movie 'The Game Plan'    niQllt CODCGft SGHCS lOf StUuGfltS 
BY JUSTIN THURMOND 
contributing writer 
Former WWE wrestler. The 
Rock, has plenty of movies un- 
der his belt, including a Dine) 
movie. He can now add another 
one to his resume. Usually Dis- 
MQ movies are children target- 
ed and tilled with only jokes that 
    kids from the 
TheGame     ~*J £ 
PlQn The sad part 





the Rock's hairline, it's wearing 
thin. 
"The Game Plan" is about 
pro football quarterback Joe 
Kingman (played by The Rock) 
of the Boston Rebels and his 
attempt to win the big game 
and all the endorsements that 
go along with it. He is urged 
by his evil  agent Stella  Peck 
Released Friday 
Sept. 28. 
Starring Tile Rtnrk 
(Kyra Sedgwick. The Closer") 
to get all the money he can be- 
fore he becomes old news. This 
pretty much turns Joe into a 
selfish player who only cares 
about himself instead of the 
team. He becomes hated by 
most of the players on the team 
and it's not until the arrival of 
his daughter from a previous 
relationship.that he starts to 
change his greedy ways. 
The bachelor life that he 
once had is ruined and his 
new life as a parent is just 
beginning. Joe doesn't know 
how to handle the situation 
at first, but after several in- 
cidents involving out-of-con- 
trol bubble baths, blender 
explosions and doggy make- 
overs, he slowly gets the hang 
of it. 
As the standard movie plot 
is presented, it is coupled with 
typical jokes and forced laugh- 
ter of children's movies today. 
The humor isn't all that funny 
and  the   situations  that   are 
meant to be humorous turn out 
lame and awkward. The scene 
where The Rock participates 
in a ballet show is just an ex- 
ample. 
The Rock does a pretty 
good job at playing the "in 
love with himself" star quar- 
terback, but kids will mostly 
find young actress Madison 
Pettis, who plays his long lost 
daughter, Peyton, to be the 
best part of the movie. She 
provides the movie with cute- 
ness and innocence, which 
Disney is always reliable for, 
but she won't strike any adult 
as funny. 
1 won't say this movie is 
bad; it's just not for the older 
crowd. The football aspect of 
the movie might be enough to 
get your average man to go see 
it, but it won't keep him inter- 
ested. 
Overall I'd recommend it to 
parents as a Sunday afternoon 
activity, but I wouldn't suggest it 
to anybody else. 
(Y BKinAHY WIISON 
cantribuHng wnfr 
Live music, new bands, a great socinl atmo- 
sphere. If this sounds appealing than you might 
want to check out new college music nights every 
Wednesday at The Pub. Chuck Troutman, gen- 
eral manager for The Pub, is working on bringing 
great bands to the Harrisonburg community on a 
weekly basis. Troutman uses Wednesday nights as 
a vehicle to get college students to see new bands. 
"I like to mix it up between JMU bands, col- 
lege bands and other national acts," he said. 
Troutman already has several national acts 
lined up for the Wednesday night concert series 
including Will Hodge and Portugal the Man. Al- 
though these bands may not sound familiar to 
you, The Pub has seen four Grammy winners and 
about 10 Grammy nominees in the past four years. 
In fact. The Dave Matthew's Band has played pre- 
viously at The Pub for five dollar covers. 
Selecting bands that appeal to a wide range of 
audiences isn't an easy task. 
"1 get inundated with press kits and promos," 
Troutman said. 
But he likes to give young hands a chance. Bands 
work on a "make it. take it" policy, according to Trout- 
man. The more people they draw in. the more money 
they stand to make. Troutman likes the audience and 
range of bands to have an eclectic edge that reflects 
his personality. Bands that Troutman has lined up 
vary from hard rock to indie/folk sound. 
Annie's Tragedy, a rock band from Manassas, 
, kicked off the Wednesday night band series. 
"We've played at venues all the way from New York 
to South Carolina," band member Matt Kitchen said. 
Most venues they play are in or around college 
towns, attracting the younger-aged crowd. On 
Wednesday night they drew in a large crowd. 
"They rock," junior Sarah Esterbrook said. "I've 
seen them in concert before and I'm a huge fan." 
Other people came because they heard there 
would be live music. Blue Ridge Community Col- 
lege student Sarah Side received an invite to The 
Pub on her MySpace. 
"I was even able to hear a sample of the bands 
music," Side said. 
The college night shows are 18 and up. "We 
definitely plan on coming back to other Wednesday 
night shows," Blue Ridge student Chrissie Vanpelt 
said. 
You can check out the Wednesday night line 
up on The Pub's website, dothepub.com. 
"One thing that I would like to see is people 
developing a thirst to see band's they haven't seen 
before," Troutman said. 
SPAGHETTIFEST: Three day music 
festival provides 'green'awareness 
TOnETrotSIfronpai.; 
because of the Earth Club," said 
Howard. "They do an indredible 
job." 
The climax of the weekend was 
e.i>ilv the Saturday night perrfor- 
mance of headlining group and 
organizer of the event. Midnight 
Spaghetti and the Chocolate 
G-Strings. The show included 
Spiderman. Superman. Sombre- 
ros, sunglasses, hats, balloons, 
stuffed animals, beat-boxing and 
the funkiest music in the val- 
ley. Although The Afromotive 
on Friday night had easily been 
the favorite for a majority of the 
weekend, the energy of the Mid- 
night Spaghetti performance was 
unparalleled by any other part of 
the event. 
"Midnight Spaghetti is some- 
thing very special, really more of 
an experience than just a band," 
explained lead singer Seth Casa- 
■^■1 
Following the climatic perfor- 
mance, spaghetti was served at 
midnight and the music contin- 
ued with the zero decibel dance 
party and acoustic cafe. The event 
finished Sunday evening. 
"Year after year, I have friends 
come up and tell me that some of 
their best memories have come 
from Spaghettifcst, that they 
look forward to the next one year 
after year," Casana said. 
It is easy to see why. 







680 GARBERS CHURCH ROAD 
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801 
540442-6502 
Check out our new and improved Web Site! 
Go to thebreeze.orgtoday. 
Jumpstart Your Computer Science/IT Career! 
CACI's College-lo-Careen Program Helps You Begin the 
Security Clearance Process While Completing Your Degree 
This unique CAC1 program supports our Intelligence Community clients 
while helping your career take off A career with CACI offers one of 
the brightest futures for today's Information Technology professionals. 
Interviewing ey<n«««fc»o«y 
whtr.:     Saturday, Nov. 10,2007 
Location   Fairfax, Virginia 
Dwdit™   Oct. 26,2007 
You must meet all these requirements to be considered: 
I   I nrollcd in B.S. or M.S., Computer Science or MIS IS program, 
2. Minimum G.PA. of 3.4 (undergraduateI or 3.6 (graduate). 
3. Able to pass a "hill-scope" polygraph examination. You and all 
members of your immediale family must be U.S. Citi/cu- 
4. Must be available to interview on-site in Fairfax. Virginia. 
To apply, send a complete resume that includes: 
I  Current major G.PA. and overall G.PA. 
2. hull contact information 
3. Cover letter of 200 words or less, describing your 
intercst in our College-to-Careers program. 
Send resume and cover letter to College2CarMrsaicaci.com 
( Kttim tyual opportunity rmploytr. U/F/D/l: 
WEDNESDAY IS COLLEGE DAY@ HERITAGE OAKS 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE FOLLOWING COLLEGE 
STUDENT SPECIALS ON WEDNESDAYS 
"18 HOLES WITH CART FOR $20/PLAYER (WITH COLLEGE ID)" 
"RANGE BALLS S3/LARGE BUCKET (WITH COLLEGE ID)" 
OFFER GOOD THROUGH DECEMBER 31,2007 
Take Advantage of our J.M.U. GOLF LESSONS, only $20 with Student I.D. 
instruct@heritageoaksqolf.com for more info 
.-**t 
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Undefeated at home, Madison improves to 8-1 
BY NICK KOUP 
iwliikutinj mitt 
The Madison women's soccer lenm 
improved to 8-1 Friday by winning its 
Colonial Athletic Association opener 
against Georgia State, and has the best 
record through nine games in JMU wom- 
en's soccer history. 
The Dukes came out of the gates 
strong and kept pressure on the I'.m 
thers, out-shooting them 20-6. 
Senior forward Annie Luwry struck 
first in the seventh minute with a 
rocketing free kick goal from the top 
of the box. The shot soared over the 
outstretched fingers of GSU freshman 
goalie Heidi Blankenship and into the top left 
corner of the net. 
Senior Melanie Schaffer scored her sec- 
ond goal of the season when sophomore for- 
ward Jess Kemmes rebounded a shot out to 
her in the 15th minute and Schaffer buried it 
from 10 yards. Remmes scored a goal of her 
own from 30 yards out in the closing minutes 
of the first half off an assist from junior mid- 
fielder Lindsay Bowers, giving JMU a com- 
manding 3-0 lead. 
"Georgia State's defense was extremely tim 
id. and it gave us an edge." Remmes said. 
The second period was not as active on of- 
fense for the Dukes; they had just seven sluts 
compared with 13 in the first half. The Panthers 
only had two shots in the second period, hut 
snuck one in from 6 yards out in the 65th min- 
uii I lowever. GSU could not keep up with the 
JMU offensive attack. 
"We displayed impressive first hall ball 
movement," JMU coach David Lombardo said. 
"Jess played a great game and was important 
to our success tonight. She assisted one of the 
first goals and then scored one of her own. Her 
intensity really created the dynamic that set the 
tone for the rest of the game." 
The victory over (ieorgia State made the Dukes' 
record 6-0 at home, and a 2-0 win against UNC- 
Wilmington Sunday brought JMU to 7-0 at home. 
"We have good players and we have good 
depth," Lombardo said. "We're a very confident 
team right now and we're on a mission to win a 
conference championship." 
MBIMMG   tfphkfatl 
Sophomore loiwoid Ire Remmn dribble* pint a Georgia Slate defender in JMU s JI «in 
Friday. Remmes hod 0 qoal and on assist in the gome, os Madison won in its CAA debut. 
Redshirt Ireshmon tailback lamol Sulliwn gats 0 strong block (rom sophomore wide reierwr Marcus Charily against Villonova. Sullivan rushed seven turns ft* 22 voters in Sotjnkty's victory. 
Dukes rout Wildcats 35-7 
BY TIM CHAPMAN 
itwntAtoi 
From week (wo to four it was much of the 
same for JMU Io.ith.ill. Dominating offensive 
performances led to three consecutive wins by at 
least 17 points. 
Saturday's Colonial Athletic Association 
match-up with Villanova was no different. The 
Dukes (4-1 overall, 2-0 in the CAA) jumped on 
the Wildcats early and took a 21-0 lead into the 
half before cruising to a 35-7 win in front of a 
sold-out Family Weekend crowd of 15,035 at 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
"We executed the game plan very well," 
JMU coach Mickey Matthews said. "I thought 
that [offensive coordinator! Jeff [Durden] 
had a very good game plan; throwing those 
little screens [was] very effective toda\ " 
Durden implemented the screen passes in 
order to utilize Madison's speed on the corners 
and exploit the bunched-in, 3-3-front played by 
Villa nova's defense. The result: two rushing and 
two passing touchdowns for junior quarterback 
Rodney Landers and 507 yards of total offense. 
"Tin- line protected well and the racdvm 
did the rest. It was ,111 eas> <l.i\ loi im . Lind- 
en said. "That defense [Villanova] is predicated 
on stopping the run, so we had to find another 
way to get it done, and today was through the 
air and out on the perimeter." 
The Virginia Beach native wasted no time 
getting the ball to the edges, completing all six 
of his first-possession passes I he first toin al- 
tempts found senior wide out LC Biker OH tin 
other end of the pass and the quick re< ei\ei 
turned two of the screens into first downs 
On the thirteenth pU) of the opening drive 
1-anders found sophomore tight end Mike 
Caussin wide open in the end /one for the lust 
ul his twO touchdown receptions on the day 
"Rodney and I were talking afoul it niter 
each of the touchdowns and we Ixrth saw the 
same thing and were just kind of ,1111,Bed DOM 
there was nobody there.  ftliMlll said. 




tttrttonl tporti edrtof 
IM FOOTBALL, pest II 
.lames    MKIISMII   CUM   Into    Satin.lav's 
game tied lor MCOIld in the Colonial Athletic 
Ion South Division with VTOanova. 
Following their most consistentoflei 
slmight oi the Reason, the) BOH stand alone 
behind i» 1 iwsi   (3 0 overall, i <i In CAA). 
With seuJoi  tiilhul;  Busjaua  llollnman 
sidelined foflowini BlthroSCOpfc  knee  BUT- 
per) and senior wneout LC Bab 
limited action because ofa hamsiiing Inju- 
ry, Madison's freshman and aophomore of 
iansfve pkryen atepped up in JMU* 
confarence name. 
The Duke   Improved to 4-1 overall and 
2-0 in the conference thanks to a consis- 
tent passing attack led bj funkM quartet 
bad Rodnej Landen rheversatA 
completi nngatternnta fbi 300 
yards and two touchdowns, while rushing 
\H times fin 70 yardi and two more touch 
downi  Averaging 3,9 yards pei can) was 1 
season low fol   I-ltideis. hut his 30© passing 
yards were a aeason high. 
The line protei ted well, and the reoah 
ers did the p H 1 rj    11 M H in 
aasQ ili> for me." 
Madison's  injui.   issues  led   in offensive 
pHKluction from a variety of frcaanisan and 
sophomores,  Freshman  tailh.uk  Scott  Noble 
rushed for his third touchdown of the Reason, 
while sophoniotes Mil c 
Canasta and Bosco Wil- 
liams   combined   for     1 
yards reoervmi 
caught his fnrsttwo touch 
oovmeoftha season fa the 
aerial assault 
SophornoK wiocout 
.0 lad all it. i iv 
era with six receptJonsfor 
-1 \ u 1   totaUn 
three tin 
tionhi i, il,,. 
(liiilon. Md. native has 
eight ie>-1 >|n >ns Im g | 
In 2o6o\ Brow i d i< > be one of 
MadiaoD   toprecervei inginthe 
opena agnlnsl Bloornsburg Univ< raft)  With 
imstring 
Injury, Bi in e to pro* i hhnsebt 
aoajsll 
Btown 
Volleyball dominates Towson   Young field hockey team surging 
BY WES SHAW 
(ontributinj writ) 
Behind double-digit kill performances 
from three of its attackers, JMU defeated 
Towson Friday night in three games to remain 
undefeated in conference play and improve to 
10-5 on the season. 
Senior Allyson Halls, sophomore Kaitlin 
McFaddin and freshman Lindsay Callahan 
had 13, 14 and 11 kills, respectively, for the 
Lady Dukes, who have won eight of their last 
nine matches. 
JMU is now entering the heart of its regu- 
lar season schedule, in which 11 of its next 12 
matches come against conference opponents. 
"Making a statement was vary important." 
coach Disa Garner said We made some great 
adjustments, we were able to react to sonic 
things they did and we fixed the things we ad- 
dressed after game two and game three." 
After going up 8-1 early, JMU quickly al- 
lowed the Tigers back into the game by way 
ofa 17-6 run plagued by errors and team mis- 
communication. Towson led 22-19 before the 
Dukes regained composure and scored 11 of 
the game's final 15 points to win by a score of 
30-26. 
"Itsjust being mentally distracted and not 
focused at the service line," Garner said "It s 
like shooting free throws. Tliese guys have 
been serving since they were ten years old. 
[Service errors are] just caused by a lack of 
focus." 
Madison improved in each game, winning 
the second 30-24 before easily closing out the 
Tigers 30-18 in the third. McFaddin had a 
standout performance for the Dukes, coming 
up biggest in the second game with eight kills 
On top of her 14 kills in the match, McFaddin 
added two assisted blocks, one dig and only 
awCHUTsow/arfff|ituhpailiii 
JMU mw Jeno Pienon executes 0 dig Friday against Towson. 
three errors while hitting .367 00 the night. 
The victory was JMU's fourth straight, match- 
ing its season high. 
"We've really been playing as a team and we 
haven't been folding when it gets tough,'' senior 
libero Jena Pierson said. "We've had a bunch of 
matches when we've been down, but we've come 
hack and that's really helped us out." 
With the loss, Towson drops to 4-14 on the 
season and 0-2 in conference play. Despite their 
poor performance thus far, Madison expected the 
best the Tigers had to offer its conference rival. 
Madison enjoyed one of its biggest home 
crowds all season with an estimated 240 people in 
attendance for the Family Weekend match-up. 
JMU lost Saturday to Delaware 1-3 in games 
(30-28,30-25,28-30,30-25) and sit behind them 
in the conference standings at 2-1 in the CAA. The 
Dukes travel to Northeastern for their fourth D fj 
ference match Fridav. 
46 
BY SAM KIRTIEY 
contributing writer 
JMU's field hockey team improved to H a 
with a 1-0 win over the Dre\el Dragons Fridea 
night. Junior Melissa Stefaniak semed her hlth 
goal of the season in the 16th minute, and it held 
up as the game-winner. 
"1 feel like I'm having a pretty good season 
and scoring a few goals here and there but 1 deli 
nitely have to say without my team I couldn't do 
anything," Stefaniak said. 
The win propelled the Dukes to a  < 1 
within the Colonial Athletic Association 
Last year the Dukes won the CAA touma 
merit, and the conference CTOwa baa raised ex- 
pectations for the team. With 
key players returning. JMU has 
its eyes on a repeat. 
"I definitely think we are 
accomplishing the goal-* are aot 
I m 1 preseason." Stefaniak said 
Of course, we would rather be 
10-0, but that's in our past and 
we are just focusing on what we 
have to come.'' 
The teams i\. 
against Atlantic Coast Confet 
ence opponents. Virginia and 
North Carolina. 
"I  mean  certainly beat- 
ing Penn State was a big win fol US, bat we 
wish  maybe we had  beaten  an A('(' school 
like Virginia or North Carolina/ JMU coach 
Antoinette Lucas said. 
A bright spot for the Dukes in their 10 vfc 
tory over the Drexel Dragons was sophomore 
goalie Kclsey Cutchina. 
1 utchms posted her third individual shutout 
at the season, and JMU improved upon its goals 
allowed per game average  (o -8) which is third     CaHl 
in the nation. 
11 am doing mj 1 I with the bra 
mendous help and the rest of the 
team we bavt I other teams 
With the way the defel n pi iving. the 
1 t their second 
itrafgfal CAA koamsjosnl chsnajSJoosUp Madison 
facesOkU>oiniiiienii],iieniatchotlast\eai Bcban 
piooshlpi 1 home 
We an    art trnl) on 11 H I with the 1 
but we atill have a long way to go," coach Lucas 
a M m logo into the CAAti urnament 
ranked flrsl oi second RO we |< I th< bye |ofauj 
into the tournament. 
lb* ' 1 rentl) th. No   1 team in the 
nation   (STX/NatJonal    1 laid 
Hockey   •oachea   Ass 
poD)  Hovn MI. ihev still have 
particu 
I uij their youth 
We re iuch  • young team 
that's  learning  and  growing 
from our mistakes  eveiyda) 
but the biggi si tank we have 
be itJnsj the top 
ranked teams, like UNC, ODU, 
md \ineiit in.  Stei mi 11 - aid 
With the Duke 1 playing so 
well defensively,  the biggest 
challenge the) face m the < mi 
1   111 n be |ui taamei 1 
< tin ehallengr lighl now is continue to push 
ourselves with 19 phvj netting better 
from da) to '\.\\ m practio    1 m 
have to1 ike one game at a time." 
With a \ictor> Over HonatraOU Sunday, Madi 
sun Irnprovi d to 9 a overall and .1 0 conference 
The Dukes play neod Friday nl Virginia Common* 
wealth, and return to JMU fi 1 a game against 
We are certainly on 
track with the CAAs 
but we have a long 
way to go. 
ANTOINETTE LUCAS 
aWtsMbnanj n di 
10 ■ Mondoy, Odobw), 2007 , www.Mwbrww.ofg I The Breeze 
PUCMA!EKHOUSE(CDPERS 
► Amy's no ugly betty.' pwc.tv/©Gn 
The Firm now playing on Channel 2. 
*connectedthinking 
' i 
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FOOTBALL: Landers throws career 
high 300 yards in JMU's fourth win 
FOOTULLrromptnl 
minule and 19 second mark of 
the second quarter. Junior kicker 
Dave Stannard missed a 39-yard 
field goal attempt early in the 
quarter, but Villanova's offense 
was stagnant, punting the ball 
four times in the half. 
The JMOpflense polled away 
before the break, as its needed 
only a combined 6:02 on its next 
two scoring drives. lenders got 
the Dukes back on the board for 
the second time when he sold the 
Wildcat defense on a fake hand- 
off and ran it in untouched for 
the nine-yard score. 
On Villanova's next posses- 
sion, sophomore quarterback 
Antwon Young hit senior Anton 
Ridley right in the hands, but the 
6-foot-4 wide receiver couldn't 
corral it and JMU senior safety 
Nick Adams pulled down his first 
career interception. 
"It was a gift. I actually 
opened up too deep," Adams said 
of his read on the play. 'I went to 
cut (Ridley] and he missed it and 
it was 'Happy Birthday Nick,' 
right there." 
Madison converted the turn- 
over into seven more points 
with a seven-play, 43-yard drive 
capped by a one-yard touchdown 
rush from frtshman tailback 
Scott Noble. 
In the second half the Wild- 
cats continued to struggle against 
the no-huddle spread-offense of 
JMU. Landers efficiently moved 
the chains with short dump-offs 
and connected with nine dif- 
ferent receivers; completing 25 
passes on 32 attempts for a ca- 
reer high 300 yards, 
Sophomore receiver Ray 
Brown had a breakout perfor- 
mance with 74 yards on six re- 
ceptions. Brown saw more action 
when Baker left the game with a 
hamstring injury, while sopho- 
more Rockeed McCarter received 
limited snaps after dropping his 
third pass in two weeks. 
"Ray's been making plays for 
us for a long time in practices so I 
knew he could make plays. It was 
just a matter of getting him the 
ball," Landers said. 
Villanova (3-2. 1-1) scored 
late in the fourth quarter on a 
5-yard run by Young, but JMU 
tacked on two more touchdowns 
shortly before that. Landers hit 
Caussin again in the end zone 
from 18 yards out and then ran 
in his second touchdown of the 
day one possession later. 
The Dukes have to wait until 
next Saturday to take on confer- 
ence foe Northeastern, although 
senior defensive tackle John 
Baranowsky was ready to play 
again Saturday following the 
easy win. 
"The offense played a great 
game and I was talking with the 
other defensive players and we're 
ready to play another one, we're 
not even tired," Baranowsky said. 
"Ill go out again and say 'Coach, 
well have practice at six and get 
something out of it tonight.'" 
OFFENSE: Brown's 
emergence adds depth 
OfFFNSUromptj.9 
"I just got some advice 
from the senior leadership, 
they told me to just take the 
game as practice," Brown said. 
"This is one game where I took 
that into effect, and things fell 
into place with Rockeed [Mc- 
Carter) dropping his ball and 
L.C. coming out ... it was my 
chance to step up with Vil- 
lanova running that stacked 
defense." 
The Villanova defense 
stacked the box with defend- 
ers and held the Dukes to their 
lowest rushing total since they 
only had 150 rushing yards 
against North Carolina. Land- 
ers ted all rushers with his 70 
yards against the Wildcats, 
and senior tailback Antoinne 
Bolton ran the ball 10 times for 
54 yards. Sullivan rushed sev- 
en times for 22 yards, his low- 
est total since he only rushed 
once for 4 yards against UNC. 
"Villanova runs that 3-3 
stack, and that is so uncon- 
ventional," JMU coach Mick- 
ey Matthews said. "It took us 
a good day and a half to just 
draw a blocking scheme for 
them, and we finally realized 
the best blocking scheme you 
could probably do was to run 
those bubble screens 'cause 
they had so many guys in- 
side." 
The screen passes worked 
well for Madison as lenders 
connected with nine different 
receivers on the day. Baker 
and Bolton were the only se- 
niors with receptions, and 
lenders' seven other targets 
were either freshmen or soph- 
omores. 
The passing game — it's 
always been there, it's just we 
haven't really had to use it," 
Baker said. Today we used it, 
we exploited the defense [and] 
guys like Mike [Canssinj and 






Massachusetts 4-1 (2-o) 
Hofetra 40(1-0) 
Northeastern 1-3 (0-1) 
New Hampshire 2-2(0-2) 
Maine 1-3(0-2) 















Zeta Tau Alpha and OHP present 
Green Valley www.gvbookfair.com 
BOQKfAJft   ,00'3'"0" 
500,000 New Books 
AII60%-90% Off Retail 
Open Saturday, October 6th 
thru Sunday, October 21st 
2008 Calendars 
ftff Dtyor Day 
Only 
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■lilt Mrfl In btll ufallKl 
'5.00 
Ynti wwwavbotkfui torn tw mat 
mhrmttoK, mduflSfig a ptevitw ol 
Qftmunnk 
(«««ion/y 10 minute south olMU 
bit I SI loirtft to I til 740, lain ml on 
Um&MbtltestqK 
Where patients 
are sending their 
friends 
540-432-9996 
Don't let illness effect 
your college experience 
& V_2 
PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION 
Minor Injuries + X-Rays + Mono + Strep Throat 
Lacerations + In-House STD testing 
No APPOINTMENT NECESSARY + OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon - Fri 9 am- 8 pm + Sat 10 am- 4 pm + Sun 1 pm- 6 pm 
Did you LOVE the DUKE IS RIGHT? 
irso, apply to be a 
mm PEER wmm 
May! 
Applications are due by October 3,2007 
and can be found at: 
wwwjmu.ed^ealthrtr/ohp/reach.html 
For more Information,please contact Tim Howley 
howieytm9jmu.edu, office phone: 540 568 7895 
EAC 
rXmkrj Educator* Advocating Cimput Heihh 
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presented by - 
«~#40Wfe 411 Connect® 
People, Places and Fun 
brought to you by 411. 
HANDS-ON 
MOBILE 
University Proyram Board 
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3 WAYS FOR TIX: 
Warren Box Office 




AT THE DOOR 
($20; 
starting at 6:30pm) 













HOII I SHOOK) D" Ml %<*» parents 
houses for rent »«k-long; «ki week- 




Shop AVON .11 home or in >our OAH 
«il!i personal delivery and guaranteed 
Mtislication Meredith www.yotiravofi. 
corn' mmwmaw (540) 574-04ft3 
(Help Wanted] 
RkSPONMVr- MANAGI Ml M 
(www.rcsrwnsivcrruiugcmcnt com), a 
wildlife/ natural rcMwrce research firm 
■ hiring pi>litc. pnit'cNMonal. reliable 
telephone interviewer*. (NO SALES). 
Pan-time evening hours. Sunday-Sat- 
urday; schedule vanes baaed on project; 
Apply at H0KranklinMrect.(54O»432- 
1888(540)432-188 
HAKU NI)IN(, p ASMS tun flexible 
|ob placement payment plans jiggershor 
lendinttschoolitf hoiiiuil com (540) 67|- 
1202 
DAM s i\vi us\ i M'KISS HIR- 
ING All positions and shifts Weekends 
a must Please apply in person at 810 
Port Republic Road 
WAITKI St NEEDED: Apply in person 
al Jess's Lunch downtown after 5 p.m. 
IBAItTl NDW0IS2M l>.i> riililiil 
No Experience Necessary Mntag 
Avadable (800)965-6520 X I 2 I 2 
STUDENTS.   NEED A JOB?   Come 
work with us tun. Energetic work en- 
vironment Sit and talk on the plume' 
All you need is pcrsonahts' I KOtOf 
hours Sunday-Thursday Must he avail- 
able all five nights. Hourly rate plus 
bonus, (all now ask tor I b(M0)4M 
8750 EOE 
Ml SYMARKI IIM.tiUU I Si t K 
ING Money-Motivated. Goal Oriented 
individuals with strong conimunicilion 
skilh Part-rime evenings, hourly rate 
plus CommiSJion. I\ud e\ery week' 
Call today ask for Candaw (540) 434- 
6277 
III I P WAtfl 1 DPobtt House Restau- 
rant now hiring servers. Line dunni: c\- 
penence a plus Apply in person lues- 
day thni Sunday 2p.m.-4p.m. at 9386 
Congress St. New Market. VA. 22842 
or call (540)740-2fioo tor mon jnf„ 
AWARD AGENTS' Part-Time Eve- 
nings Hourly   Rate Plus Uonuses   No 
Cold (.illing No Selling Paid every 
Friday. Must have excellent phone 
skills and neat handwriting lor m 
information call Kara (540)434-7240 
OWN1R SPHIAIISI DEPARI- 
MENT It seeking energetic, reliable. 
$$ motivated individuals to contact our 
Masianuflen Resort Owners about an 
exciting new program Work part time 
330pm to 9 30pm Sunday-Thursday 
$10.00 hourly plus commisson and bo- 
nuses Don't wait, call today Ask fed 
Samantha (540)434-8750 l( >l 
■■••■ 
| I  .t,.-,.inl  M.MI  W  .    I..I | 
| Wesios cr Sw nimiing Pool near | 
| Downtown QnMmfjM larly | 
| Morning. Mid-day A weekend hours | 
I ii'lc Applications jtcepted unlil ■ 
■ portion an filled (540)4344)571 to,. 
information. (540)4344)571 
)/aMi/ie<d6 www.lhebreeze.org Monday, October I, 2007 13 
( Wanted ) 
5KYDIV1 ' OIK-   DKJ   P|«   Jump fan 
I     (.11 I   ( I RTIFII \M 1 
pletc information is OH mnt ikydKvoT 
angccom|s4ii)'M 
SI-KIM, BRJ \K MOSScti Inps. ham 
Cash and Qo Iree   Call for group div 
.ounis IkM deals guaranteed' Inlo'K\s- 
erv.nionv M0 6411 4tW www MMr-m-l 
POM 
HARRISONHIIRO V( )l I (KI |)| PI 
Looking tor HOfcMMfl No rfpiHinPI 
necessary Male or female. All enN 
paid lor. Pick up applications at 80 Mary- 
land Avenue at Eire Department, or call 
421-0541. 
Wahc -n Bake 
Spring Break 'OS 
•rpanii* a 
SPN»4I frtua 
A Travel Frt)«f 
■ ••■ r.rt» ft *>.. 
www.sunspusntaurs.com 
I.800.416./7I0  1 
-si 
Lost and Found 
I i IS I ( AMI HA Nikon taken Iran ' 
part) in I'lH-.isant Run OB Ml KI I I' 
1 Ml    ( AMI KA-I   IISI    WASH    llll 
MI MOm i \m>' Plow coll No qo»> 
lions a^ked (ASH KI'WARI)I«7*|2S7. 
0562 
t '"""I1 
JMI' Spring Break! 
4 A 7 night trips. Low prices guaran- 
■fld (irotip discounts for 8*   Book 21 
people, get 3 free trips! Campus reps 
needed 
wwwStudentCity com or 
800-2y3-l445 
Pain & Injury (Mc 
MtttsD^hSpabMiriibK 




"treatment of'Sad, tied, Muscle and Joint Tain 
'Socializing in Chronic and Difficult Cam 
'Incorporating a Variety oftfurayits St TecHniaues 
'Test, iffectiit fain Resolution 
'Covered fy Most Insurance flans 
Harrisonburg    „-,. u . ...        Staunton 









^ '   To The Breeze Advertising 
O       department foi winning 
{_}      2nd and >rd place for 
s|ic( lal se< tlonsal the 
™        Southern University 
(0      Newspaper (onference. 




Ladies Hay Pod FREE Guysifeoff(with College ID!) NoCowr 









Check out wwwjmuzta.com 
for a full list of the events! 
Questions? ( ontact: barbeijl<3 jmu.edu 
think PINK, thinkZETA. 
FEW FOREST 
WflUNTEPWOOWTWIL 
6w puw™ vtwoiN 1* MOHTHOT 
OnoK»«oTnumoiN.oa(Mf«mn 
THROW tOCTwepxN. OCIWP jji 
lmm.»* - (jewnxi, rkiuOLWiNwn 
»7»(miicwiu«vi»inn 




F»o»i van Rfn )oi« nouoootuvr. ut LCTT omo Z76 rfi i«e STOPUOIIS 
TiotenimijiiHi ooioO«'V«,r*RO'|o loatnxiHeyan? 
F»o»iRoiiie ))f«sr K»f «iMiomoZ76«ncnowioiinsniB»ipoi'iJu«i. 
raw m\r i.en omo oat snare ttcwo LOOK IX» IW w>«r 
 Just 10 Minutes from JMU Campus 
1 
Fortunately ror you, 
The Breeze is hiring. 
Apply today to be a web designer 
ror the online editor position 
To apply and see job description, visit 
nttp://jobIinkjmu.edu today! 
Submit the student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references 
E ffi?fy Jffnfk 
Weeklv Schedule c f Events 
Moult]      Mcndav Ni^ht Fcctball 
lunik Wkinitc   S.25W11IB 
Tundit       SCB (Sc uth c f the Be rder) Specials 
Ultimate N^chc s S4.50 
WednrstU    Rcffac teht live 
Hiutsdd\      COIICK MEIII 
nun5 • b 
Iridfl        free feed Bar 
SM\L      College Football in HD 
Band iTdnn 
live Musk (IctaiRc^Njlit 11 jl^li) 
Ml in III) 
Free Delivery 
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Check out the answers to 
today's puzzle at 
fhebpBeze.ong 
Quick Market &Deli 
Try Our Featured Subs: 





Sabwsisma comida Americana, rica y autentica 
cocinna Mexicana v latina. 
Si lo preSere, Ilamepara hacer su orden. 
The experience of good taste. 
Call to place your order. 
1731 S. Main St 
HarrisonbuiK, VA 22801 Sim. - Thurs. Sam- 9pm 




GET RELIEF TODAY! 






Harrisonburg Chiropractic Center 
Dr. Raymond Wright 
(Palmer Graduate) 





How do you feel 
about the Duke 
Dog's scuffle on 
Saturday with the 
ecu mascot? 
It was an embarrass­
ment for the entire 
JMU community: 67 
I was jnst amused by 
the situation: 56 
I say that the bird 
started it, so the 
Duke Dog is fine: 107 
Can we get a repeat 
performance: 32 
Total votes: 262 
Next poU question; 
Straw poll - who will 
you he voting for in 
the election for the 












3 1 4 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row^ each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: ^ 
2007 Philip Riley and Laura Taalman brainfreezepuzzles.com 
weuBwromm 
me\0 BhCK INTO 
OIK mmm 
by Jeff Pickering 
w 1 CAN PUT You IN 
A m ANP $AW 
YW IN HALF/ 
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